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Offset bracket mounting holes
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Remove the flat mounting bracket from the back of the
AP. This bracket will not be used when using the offset
bracket.

Figure 3

Remove flat bracket from rear of AP

H510 Offset Bracket
Quick Setup Guide
This Quick Setup Guide provides instructions on how to
install the H510 AP using the optional offset bracket. The
H510 Offset Bracket (part #902-0126-0000) is designed to
offset the H510 from a wall that does not have an in-wall
cable routing box.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
Verify that all items listed below are included in the
package. If any item is damaged or missing, notify your
authorized Ruckus Wireless sales representative.
• One H510 offset bracket
• Two torx mounting screws
• This Quick Setup Guide

REQUIRED HARDWARE AND TOOLS
•
•
•
•
•

One Ruckus Wireless H510 wall switch AP
T8 Torx driver
Customer-supplied mounting screws and plastic wall
anchors
An electric drill with drill bits
Screwdriver with assorted bits

MOUNTING THE AP WITH OFFSET BRACKET
1

2
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4
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Drill holes of the appropriate size for the customersupplied mounting screws and plastic wall anchors.
If you will be running the uplink Ethernet cable through
the bottom of the offset bracket, remove one of the
punch-out tabs at the bottom of the offset bracket.
Attach the bracket to the wall using the plastic wall
anchors and mounting screws.
Run the Ethernet uplink cable through the punch-out
tab opening in the bottom of the offset bracket (or
through the large hole in the center of the offset
bracket).
Remove the two torx screws from the sides of the
H510.
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Connect the uplink cable to the AP’s LAN 5/PoE In port.
The offset bracket has two lower hooks that fit into slots
on the bottom of the H510. Rest the bottom of the H510
on the hooks.
10 Tilt the H510 toward the wall until it is up against the
offset bracket.
Figure 4

Mount the H510 to the offset bracket

Remove torx screws from AP

Use the accessory bracket as a template to mark the
locations for drill holes (four mounting hole locations).

11 Insert the two torx screws from the bracket kit into the
sides of the AP to lock the AP to the bracket.
Congratulations! You have completed mounting the H510
using the offset bracket mounting kit.
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